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Why is it important to focus on the “people factor”? 

“… the potential reduction through non-technological options is rarely 
assessed and the potential leverage of policies over these is poorly 

understood.” (IPCC4, Levine et al. 2007:389)  

Low Energy High Rise 
Report, 2009 
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The need for a steady-state assessment of performance 
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Clear, timely, actionable feedback each morning 
Subject: Building 1’s electricity: good day yesterday 
 

Great news, last Friday Building 1 used 23% less electricity than REF's baseline. Nearby buildings used 6% 
more energy than expected. Over the past 30 days Building 1 has beaten its baseline by 18%. 

NMI Data for Friday 23 October 2015, its Closest Like Weather Day (Monday 
18 May 2015) and REF's expected profile  Normalised Electricity Consumption 

* REF's baseline is based on the weather adjusted performance during the period May 2013 - Jul 2014. 

      Friday 23 October 2015 1,620 kWh 
      REF baseline* 2,110 kWh 
      Like weather day (Monday 18 May 2015) 1,740 kWh 

Electricity consumption details from 04:30 to 18:00: 
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Operational fine tuning and a rapid feedback loop 

A 1/08/2013 Start  boiler plants later. E 31/10/2013 Increase economy cycle outside air lockout temperature. 

A 1/08/2013 Change in cooling call strategy from high select to average 
select. F 27/11/2013 Introduce static pressure reset strategy 

A 1/08/2013 Adjust chiller outside air lock out temperature. G 3/01/2014 Fine tune static pressure reset limits. 

A 1/08/2013 Reduced supply air pressure to reduce fan power 
consumption. H 19/05/2014 New Powerpax chiller installed. 

B 14/08/2013 Increase economy cycle outside air lockout temperature. I 1/01/2015 Chiller control optimization 

C 23/08/2013 Implement time control for perimeter lighting. J 15/03/2015 Increase chiller outside air lock out for the shoulder periods 

D 6/09/2013 Reduced supply air pressure to reduce fan power 
consumption. 

A - C H 

D 

E 

F 

G J I 
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Are people more effective at tuning low performing buildings? 

123 Australian commercial buildings (2,300,000m2) 
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What are Facilities Managers tuning and tweaking? 

156 Australian commercial buildings (3,200,000m2) 
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Data insights: energy signatures versus cooling equipment 

83 Sydney office buildings (1,400,000m2) 
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Data insights: energy signatures versus age 

83 Sydney office buildings (1,400,000m2) 
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Dynamic 
Benchmarking Peak demand 

forecasting 

Submeter 
analytics 

Water and gas 
analytics 

Target setting 

Other ways we’re drilling deeper into building performance 

Rapid M&V 
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